WHAT DO UC?

Below is a list of people, places, and things “U” might “C” around Hastings. Find all 30 in the word search, hidden in all eight directions: forward, backward, up, down, and diagonally. The unused letters, reading left to right and top to bottom, spell out what's happening on campus.

ACADEMIC VILLAGE  DOBBS ATRIUM  KANE HALL  PRO BONO
ASIAN ART  EMPIRE HOTEL  LARKIN  PROFS
BEER ON THE BEACH  FAIGMAN  LAW CAFE  SKYROOM
CITY HALL  GAME CHANGERS  LAWYERS  STUDENTS
CIVIC CENTER  GOLDEN GATE  LEXLAB  TENDERLOIN
COURTS  HIBERNIA  LIBRARY  THE TOWER
DEANS  HOUSING  MARKET  WILLIE BROWN
HYDE  MCALLISTER
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